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Background

Mithi is a Business Communication, Collaboration, and Data Management specialist, offering
cloud-based SaaS solutions to enterprises. Mithi’s solutions are well known for their bulletproof
Security, rock-solid reliability, and high performance at a massive scale.

This paper documents the Data safety and High availability framework deployed in our cloud
platform across all our products to protect your data with extremely high durability and deliver a
99.9% uptime.
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Our approach to Data Safety and High Availability in the cloud

Mithi leverages the rich AWS cloud platform to help achieve stringent RTO and RPO objectives.
This note is an attempt to look under the hood of this complex architecture, which spans
multiple locations for data storage.

Covering the Infrastructure layer with AWS cloud

The Amazon cloud is based on the concept of regions, with each region comprising multiple
availability zones (or separate physical data centers).

We chose to host our application on the AWS IaaS platform to gain from the platform's security,
elasticity, reliability, and guarantees. Below are only some key reasons for switching from our
on-premise data center-hosted service to the AWS cloud.

Security: AWS engages with independent third-party auditors and certifying bodies to provide
customers with considerable information regarding the policies, processes, and controls we
establish and operate. The relevant attestations, reports and certifications include: SOC 1/ ISAE
3402, SOC 2, SOC 3, PCI DSS Level 1, ISO 27001, IRAP, FIPS 140-2, MPAA, HIPAA, FedRAMP
(SM), DoD CSM Levels 1-2, 3-5, DIACAP and FISMA, MTCS Tier 3 Certification, ITAR, CSA, ISO
9001.

Global Infra: Many customers have regulatory or policy requirements that govern where their
data must reside. Maintaining compliance with these regulations or policies requires that you
know that data locality will be maintained.

AWS offers a choice of many different geographically-isolated regions located all over the world.
You decide where to place your data: it is not replicated to other regions and doesn’t move
unless you choose to move it.

High-Performance Compute: Amazon EC2 features C4 and C3 compute-optimized instance
types with a higher ratio of vCPUs to memory than other instance types. C4 instances are the
latest generation of Compute-optimized instances, featuring the highest performing processors
and the lowest price/compute performance in EC2.

Amazon EC2 features I2 and HS1 storage-optimized instance types. I2 instances provide very
fast SSD-backed instance storage optimized for very high random I/O performance and provide
high IOPS at a low cost. HS1 instances provide high storage density and sequential read and
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write performance per instance. It also offers the highest storage density among other EC2
instances and is the lowest on $/GB storage.

Powerful multi-core processors - Amazon EC2 Cluster Compute Instances feature the latest
Intel Xeon processor E5 family processors, with advanced vector extensions, NUMA, turbo
mode, and hardware virtualization to provide an extremely high-performance environment for
your codes.

High-speed interconnects-Amazon EC2 Cluster Compute instances are deployed on high
performance, low latency, fully bisectional, 10Gb ethernet network.

Physical proximity between instances - Amazon EC2 cluster placement groups ensure that
applications benefit from full-bisection bandwidth and low-latency network performance.

Economic, High-Scale Storage Choices: Highly durable storage for all data types. Amazon S3
allows the storage and access of any amount of data at any time, from anywhere on the web,
and is designed for durability of 99.999999999%.

Amazon Glacier is a low-cost service that provides high-durability storage for archiving and
backup for as little as $0.01 per gigabyte per month. Glacier is designed for durability of
99.999999999%

Data Protection: Versioning. Amazon S3 provides versioning of objects so that you can
preserve, retrieve and restore every version of every object you store in S3.

Encryption - Amazon S3 uses SSL to encrypt data in transit and has built-in functionality to
encrypt data stored at rest.

Audit logs - Amazon S3 supports logging of requests made against your Amazon S3 resources.
These server access logs capture all requests made against a bucket or the objects in it and can
be used for auditing purposes.

Comprehensive Networking Configuration Options: Amazon EC2 instances support Elastic IP
addresses that allow you to easily assign and reassign public, static IP addresses to any of your
instances.

Amazon Virtual Private Cloud provides complete control over a logically isolated virtual network
you define. Amazon Virtual Private Cloud lets you create and attach multiple elastic network
interfaces to Amazon EC2 instances in a logically isolated virtual network you define.
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Amazon Virtual Private Cloud lets you use security groups and network access control lists
(ACLs) so that you have fine-grained control of the traffic flowing to and from your Amazon EC2
instances in a logically isolated virtual network you define.

Automatic Scaling: Auto Scaling allows you to scale your Amazon EC2 capacity up or down
automatically according to triggers you define.

High Availability: Deploy applications in physically separate locations. Each AWS region offers
multiple, redundant Availability Zones to deploy applications in physically separate locations,
close enough for synchronous data replication.

Load Balancing: Automatically balance variable request loads. Elastic Load Balancing
automatically distributes incoming application traffic across multiple Amazon EC2 instances. It
seamlessly provides the load balancing capacity needed in response to incoming application
traffic. Elastic Load Balancing can be used with Amazon VPC to provide internal and external
load balancing.

Leveraging the rich cloud platform

We use different strategies for managing and handling failures in the storage architecture for
email data from the storage architecture for the other directory and configuration information.
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Extreme Storage durability

The elastic cloud storage is designed for extreme data durability, upward of 11 9s
(99.999999999%), and it instantly replicates each piece of data written from the first Availability
zone (AZ1) to the second availability zone (AZ2).

This means that the data is automatically backed up in two regions instantly. In case of an
outage on AZ1, all the data can be FULLY recovered from AZ2.

Data Durability and Reliability of the S3 cloud storage system:

Amazon S3 provides a highly durable infrastructure for mission-critical and primary data
storage.

Objects are redundantly stored on multiple devices across multiple facilities in an Amazon S3
Region. To help ensure durability, Amazon S3 PUT and COPY operations synchronously store
your data across multiple facilities before returning SUCCESS.
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Once stored, Amazon S3 maintains the durability of your objects by quickly detecting and
repairing any lost redundancy. Amazon S3 also regularly verifies the integrity of data stored
using checksums. If corruption is detected, it is repaired using redundant data. In addition,
Amazon S3 calculates checksums on all network traffic to detect corruption of data packets
when storing or retrieving data.

Essentially it is designed to sustain the concurrent data loss in two facilities.

Amazon S3 is designed to provide 99.999999999% durability of objects over a given year. This
durability level corresponds to an average annual expected loss of 0.000000001% of objects.

For example, if you store 10,000 objects with Amazon S3, you can, on average, expect to incur a
loss of a single object once every 10,000,000 years.

In addition, Amazon S3 is designed to sustain the concurrent data loss in two facilities.

This allows us to provide an RPO of (near) zero

Service Availability

The AWS platform is available as an IaaS, offering us a 99.9% uptime guarantee on the
infrastructure in each AZ, meaning that we are assured of a robust, reliable, and dependable
infrastructure to drive our application.

In addition, Mithi’s solution is designed for rapid recovery from a minor outage to a major
disaster (destruction of AZ1).

Recovering from a Site failure:

Besides the technology that ensures extreme email data durability, Mithi uses the snapshot
replication system to replicate the complete compute infrastructure stack to the other AZ and
maintain an ongoing sync. This is done using the cloud platform capabilities, which allow
replication of entire elements (compute, disks, load balancers, databases, etc) via snapshots.
This simply means that all the resource elements in AZ1 are replicated to AZ2 continuously,
creating a mirror image of the entire platform on AZ1 to AZ2.

So, the machines and their disks are backed up daily in the AZ1 using a snapshot technology
which creates an incremental backup of the disk images and machine images on the S3 store at
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AZ1. These backups are then replicated to AZ2 instantly for safe keeping and used in case of a
disaster on AZ1.

In case of a disaster on AZ1, the full services, with all the archived email data, can be spun up
from AZ2 in a matter of 1 hour. These are done by rebuilding all the machines and disks using
the snapshot backups taken from AZ1 daily. Post recovery, the end users continue to use the
service transparently.

Recovering from a server or resource failure:

The service is configured to backup all the data from the nodes (via a snapshot mechanism of
the AWS platform), once a day to facilitate in-site recovery from minor resource
outages/corruption. The information on the nodes includes the directory information, Customer
and User accounts, filters, logs, and other server and domain level configurations required for
the Service to function.

Combining these approaches allows us to guarantee all Mithi’s services of uptime of 99.9% and
achieve an RTO of about 1 hour.

Mithi’s Backup Policies

As explained in the sections above, Mithi deals with two types of data primarily and deals with
the safety aspect of each separately to achieve near zero RPOs and a very low RTO

a. Email Data: The choice of platform for this is the elastic cloud storage of AWS, configured
for max durability in which the platform auto replicates (instantly) each information piece
across availability zones which are physically separate data centers. This offers us to near
100% durability of all the archived email data and protects against complete site failures.

b. Configuration and directory information: This is the data about the domain configuration,
user policies, passwords, logs, etc. All this information is locally backed up within the
Availability zone incrementally, uses the AWS cloud platform snapshot mechanism, and can
be recovered extremely fast (even for large data sizes) when needed.

c. Entire setup architecture mirror: While all the email data is already extremely safe in durable
storage and protected against site failures, we need to be ready with the service availability
during a site failure. For this, the entire setup with the configuration and directory
information is replicated across AZs periodically and maintained in sync to allow us to bring
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up the service in case of a total outage on one AZ. This is done daily using the EBS snapshot
replication technology to achieve a mirror of all the machines and their storage elements
from one AZ to the other.

FAQs

In case the Mithi service is unavailable, where will my inbound emails be
stored for the interim downtime period?

As explained above, Mithi’s platform is deployed on multiple AZs of the AWS cloud and can
withstand the complete failure of one of the AZs. However, despite the fail-safe design, if Mithi’s
platform becomes unavailable for any reason, the inbound email will be held on the ESG
platform, which will release them once the Mithi service is restored.

Due to the fail-safe design, Mithi can provide an RTO of about one hour in the worst case.

How Secure is Mithi’s Cloud Platform?

Read this to learn about the multi-layered security framework, encompassing Security, Vigilance,
and Resilience into a tight process to achieve long-term protection of your data.

How do I own the data if it resides in the cloud?

Your data belongs to you, and you have full control over it. We are only custodians of your data,
much like how a bank locker system works. Ours systems on the cloud are very strong (and get
better daily), to safe keep your data. You can download a portion or all your data on demand.

If the size is too large, we also have the option to ship the data to you on a physical medium

How is my data on the cloud private?

Your data is virtually separated and stored under your account (domain, users, etc), encrypted at
rest, and encrypted in travel. Nobody has access to the data except via authorized application
interfaces or API.

So only you can see your own data.

https://mithi.com/res/Security-framework-for-cloud-Mithi.pdf
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Why is my data safer on the cloud than on my own premises?

To keep your data safe (near 100% data durability) on-premise, you would need to provision
multiple levels of redundancy at different locations, and each location would need deep security
controls for access and maintenance. Typically, this is a core infrastructure piece and is not very
easy to put in place without deep data management expertise and rock-solid security
processes. All this requires heavy investment and may not be worth your while if you can rent
out this piece. Most organizations typically compromise on this and don’t go all the way to
ensure 100% data durability.

Mithi’s cloud platform based on AWS provides you this high level of data safety, out of the box
and at a pay-per-use, pay-as-you-go, OPEX model, making this totally affordable.
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